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WHY ARE SCHOOLS
LOSING THEIR TEACHERS?

By Devorie Kreiman
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE MORAHS GONE?

THE TYPICAL
TEACHER’S
SALARY OFTEN
CANNOT SUPPORT
A FAMILY, AND MANY
HIGHLY QUALIFIED
WOMEN ARE LEAVING
THE FIELD.

When I think about my own teachers,
I’m pretty sure I can point out the ones
who loved what they did. They’re the ones
whose voices I still hear: The Chumash
teacher for whom I’d prepare mefarshim
ahead, on my own, in anticipation of raising
my hand during a discussion. The parshah
teacher whose amazing explanations inspired me to teach parshah for more than
30 years.
And then there was Morah Neiman, who
traveled from Williamsburg to Crown
Heights for more than 50 years to teach
Navi. Morah Neiman required that we
memorize some of the pesukim. It’s more
than four decades since I sat in her tenth
grade Navi class. Start me off and I can
keep going, and I can tell you what it means

and why it matters.
My mother graduated from Bais Yaakov
High School in 1964. Her Navi teacher
was Rebbetzin Devorah Zoberman—who
taught in Bais Yaakov for 50 years. My
mother says, “I can still see Rebbetzin
Zoberman, tall and regal, teaching pesukim
from Yeshayahu. She made us want to learn.”
Rebbetzin Zoberman passed away 18
years ago. Her daughter, Miriam Tress, says,
“My mother’s dedication to her students
went far beyond the classroom. She was
involved in their shidduchim, and she would
help them in other ways as well. A woman
recently shared that when she was in high
school, her class had picture day, and the
girls showed up with their hair all done up
—the style then was elaborate beehives.
She’d forgotten about picture day and came
to school looking like she did every day.
My mother put her arm around her and
said, ‘You’re better off this way. Stay as you
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husband is learning, and she can’t support a
family on a teacher’s salary. She’s taking accounting courses now. I’ve been hiding this from
my parents and in-laws because it would devastate them.
Teachers don’t get livable salaries, and the
teaching profession isn’t respected the way it
used to be. Chinuch was the gold standard;
every child wanted to become a teacher. It isn’t
like that anymore. I’m afraid for my grandchildren. What will happen if the best of our
women choose not to go into chinuch? Who
will be their teachers?
We must do something. We must pull together and renew our priorities. We must
restore the crown of chinuch habanos to its
glory.
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reader recently reached out
to Ami with her story:
My husband and I come
from chashuve families. We’re
a family of rebbeim, morahs
and prominent roshei yeshivah who have always been in
chinuch.
I remember my mother’s
dedication; her students would call her at all
hours, and if a student needed a yeshuah, my
mother would fast for a day in her zechus.
My siblings and I are (or were) in chinuch.
Following our family tradition, my daughter
taught first grade for a year between seminary
and marriage. She was an excellent teacher and
the school begged her to come back, but her
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Job Analysis
are, without showing off what isn’t real, and
you’ll get far in life.’ She never forgot that.”
My grandmother would sit on her big
chair near the beveled glass windows in her
living room on 51st Street in Boro Park
and recite for us: “Chazon Yeshahayau ben
Amotz,” which she had studied as a girl in
Zdunska Wola, Poland. Bubby came
through the concentration camps, through
the loss of her parents and most of her
siblings, through the rocky transition to a
new country and a new language. She lost
so much, but the words of the Navi stayed
with her throughout the many years after
she had first heard them in a world that no
longer exists.
Teachers shape young minds and hearts
from generation to generation. As our communities grow, as times change, so do the
challenges of chinuch.

When Goodwill
Isn’t Enough

Many of today’s schools are facing an
alarming teacher shortage. Rabbi Zvi
Bloom is the executive director at Torah
Umesorah, which places rebbeim, morahs,
and principals in positions all over the
country. Rabbi Bloom says, “We see both
sides. Schools come to us looking for
candidates, candidates come to us looking
for jobs, and we match them. But these
days, many highly qualified women are
leaving the field, and not as many are going
into it.”
Even as schools try to become more
competitive, with some raising salaries or
offering benefits such as tuition discounts
and childcare, the industry faces an increase
in student enrollment and a decrease in
teacher applications.
In the past, there have been efforts, on
local levels and on a broader scale, to create
36
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DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES
OBLIGATIONS AFTER
WORKING HOURS:
Lesson Planning/Grading
Parent Communication
Coordination with special
services (i.e. learning center, OT, PT,
mental health professionals, etc.)
Preparation for special activities
(i.e. siyum, performance, etc.)

community endowment funds to support
chinuch. For example, in 1997, a Chicago
businessman, George Hanus, came up with
a five percent solution to alleviate the
budget deficits in yeshivos and day schools
in the US. He proposed that American
Jews should be encouraged, when writing
their wills, to bequeath five percent of their
estate to an endowment fund for a school
of their choice. Initially, the plan received
some attention from askanim, but little
progress was made.
Last summer, a group of mothers and
morahs gathered in Lakewood to discuss

OBLIGATIONS AFTER
WORKING HOURS:

None

this issue and to start a campaign in which
balebatim would be asked to donate matching funds for teacher raises. At the meeting,
one principal shared that her school had
11 open teaching positions. She had received ten applications but held off on
hiring because none of the applicants met
her standards. As the end of the summer
neared, it was crunch time, and she had no
choice but to hire all ten.
One mother says, “You can’t just put your
child on the bus in the morning and leave
her in the hands of the school. You have to
know what’s going on behind the scenes.

“ONE ADMINISTRATOR
OF A LARGE SCHOOL IN
NEW JERSEY SHARED
THAT WHEN HER
SCHOOL INCREASED
THE PRICE OF ITS ONSITE DAYCARE BY $20 A
MONTH, SEVERAL
TEACHERS WERE IN
TEARS.”
Does your child have a good teacher? Is
the teacher being compensated properly?”
“It’s not that the girls don’t want to
teach,” Mrs. Debbie Selengut, assistant
principal at Bnos Bracha in Passaic, explains. “One of my teachers just had her
last day. She’s getting married and moving
to Israel, where she’ll do remote office work.
She cried about how much she’ll miss her
students. Another girl is marrying a learner,
and she’ll be the breadwinner. She already
knows that she won’t be able to buy a house
on a teacher’s salary.
“Some girls teach for a short time while
earning a degree. As soon as they have the
degree, they’re out.”
Mrs. Selengut describes the school where
she has worked for 27 years as “phenomenal.” She says, “Bnos Bracha will do anything for its teachers. The goodwill is there.”
But is that enough?
Although the current issue of teacher
salaries may be more challenging, it’s hardly
a new story. Mrs. Tress, Rebbetzin Zoberman’s daughter, remembers a strike in Bais
Yaakov in the 1970s, when her mother and
other teachers refused to return to work
until the school paid their outstanding

salary, which was long overdue.
Mrs. Tress has also experienced such
issues. “I taught for very low pay when I
was straight out of seminary,” she says. “At
the end of my first year, when I asked for
a raise, I was told I could get five dollars
more. Today, teachers aren’t managing. By
the time they pay the babysitter, they’re left
with nothing. Will our teachers only be
rich girls or girls whose parents are rich?
Is that our new norm?”

We Have Turned
Them into
Schnorrers!

In 2015, at the Agudath Israel convention
and, a few weeks later, at the Torah Umesorah convention, Rabbi Dovid Ozeri, rav
of Yad Yosef in Brooklyn, spoke passionately about the communal responsibility to
every Jew in need, to “provide whatever
he is lacking.” He focused on the unmet
needs of melamdim, the Torah teachers who
keep the world going. Rabbi Ozeri cried
out, “We cannot afford to lose our rebbeim.
Are we providing what they are lacking?”
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In 2015, the average starting salary for
a rebbi in the United States, according to
Rabbi Ozeri, was $30,000-$40,000. After
20 years, it was between $50,000 and
$60,000. After 25 years? “You’re burned
out. Go home.”
How does a rebbi make Yom Tov or a
simchah? Not only are the salaries too low
to meet living expenses, but sometimes
schools pay late. He challenged his audience, “Is this the way to treat the greatest
heroes of our generation? We have turned
them into schnorrers!”
Rabbi Ozeri addressed the low salaries
of morahs as well. He mentioned the principal of a Bais Yaakov who complained
that many high school and seminary
such as occupational therapy, physical
therapy, speech therapy, or special education because they can’t afford to be morahs.
Leah Zagelbaum is vice president of
communication at Agudath Israel of
America. She says, “It used to be that ‘the
best girls’ became teachers, and the job
market for teachers was glutted. In 1988,
I was thrilled when I got a plum teaching
job straight from Bais Yaakov Teachers’
Seminary. I taught fourth grade at Yeshiva
of Brooklyn, where I’d gone to school.

TEACHING
POSITION

TAKE OVER YOUR CHILD’S LIFE!
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In September 2016, Torah Umesorah
rolled out an initiative to raise salaries for
those working in chinuch. However, it was
only for rebbeim. Funded by individual
benefactors who raised 20 million dollars,
the rebbi initiative enabled schools to raise
salaries for rebbeim by $15,000 over a period
of six years—matching them at the start
and easing the schools into paying more
by gradually pulling back. In all, the fund
paid a total of $22,000 per participating
teacher, which resulted in a $15,000 yearly
salary increase that stayed in place.
Rabbi Bloom says, “Rebbeim told us that
they stayed in chinuch because of this raise.”
Rebbeim. Not morahs.

AVERAGE STARTING SALARY

$15,000

NEW!

HELP YOUR DAUGHTER
BEST HANDLE
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SITUATIONS AT
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and experts worked together with Torah
Umesorah and Agudath Israel to come up
with a workable solution.

The Rebbi Initiative

NOW AVAILABLE IN STORES

BUL LYING
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STARTING SALARY FOR TEACHERS

Rabbi Ozeri’s talks led to a call for action
among community leaders. Mrs. Zagelbaum was instrumental in bringing everyone to the table for meetings. Lay leaders

DON’T LET

“INSTEAD OF REPLACING
TEACHERS, WORK ON
KEEPING THE ONES YOU
HAVE BY TAKING BETTER
CARE OF THEM AND
MAKING THEM FEEL
VALUED.”
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the bully"
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Initiative?
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I asked Rabbi Bloom about the possibility of a morah initiative. He said, “Torah
Umesorah has been grappling with this.
Many principals are concerned about the
teacher shortage. And the problem is
getting worse as more opportunities open
for frum women in the workplace. Unfortunately, Torah Umesorah has not, as of

yet, found backers to step forward to create
a solid initiative for morahs.”
Is there a widespread discrepancy in pay
for rebbeim vs. morahs?
A board member of a school system that
includes both a boys’ school and a girls’
school clarifies, “The rebbeim work longer
days than the morahs. They supervise minyanim, teach on Fridays and Sundays, and
run extracurricular programs. When you
break it apart by the hour, the salaries are
closer than they seem.
“We don’t have easy answers. Not for the
rebbeim or for the morahs. Where I live,
private schools don’t qualify for government
funding, and many of our parents try to
avoid paying tuition. I get that. But I wish
parents could see tuition less as a punishment and more as an investment. It’s their
children’s future.”
It’s not uncommon for families in chinuch
to have to take side jobs after school or
during the summer to supplement their
income. Mrs. Batya Krasnow is the principal of Torah Academy for Girls (TAG.)
Her husband, Rabbi Moshe Krasnow, is a
rebbi at Yeshiva Darchei Torah in Far
Rockaway, and almost every member of
their family is a teacher.
The Krasnows spend their summers
working in camps. Mrs. Krasnow says, “It’s
the only way we can make it.”
Mrs. Krasnow’s mother was widowed
when she had three young children. She
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LAKEWOOD
taught in public school and earned a decent
salary, benefits, and a pension. Now, as she
nears 90 years old, bli ayin hara, she still
receives government benefits from her years
at that job. Mrs. Krasnow says, “When my
mother heard what we earn as teachers,
and that there’s nothing set aside by the
school system for our future, she flipped
out. However, my husband and I treasure
the connection we have with our students.
We’ve been in chinuch for so long that we’re
now teaching our students’ children. There’s
nothing more gratifying. They’re like
einiklach.”

A Living Wage
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NUMBER OF APPLICANTS IN YKP

DECLINE IN
TEACHER
APPLICATIONS
Teachers are
retiring, and there
are not enough
applicants to
replace them…

NUMBER OF APPLICANTS

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN LAKEWOOD

GROWTH IN
STUDENT
ENROLLMENT
Number of 12th grade girls for year 2019: 820
Number of Primary girls for year 2019: 2,600

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

“A LIFE OF CHINUCH
GIVES THE HOME A
DIFFERENT FLAVOR
AND HOLDS YOU TO A
HIGHER STANDARD. IT’S
A SHAME THAT IT’S NOT
AS PRESTIGIOUS
TODAY.”
There was anecdotal evidence of hardship
as well. One administrator of a large school
in New Jersey told them that when her
school increased the price of its on-site
daycare by $20 a month, several teachers
were in tears.
The group complied their findings into
a PowerPoint presentation (see accompanying graphics culled from the presentation).
During the convention, 12 principals presented it to 12 balebatim and made their
case. “These are our children and our future.
If we don’t place competent teachers in
front of them as role models, and if we don’t
give them knowledge and skills in their
formative years, an entire generation is at
risk.”
One of the balebatim said, ‘We get calls
for every cause—Hatzalah, bikkur cholim,
you name it—and we hear the same claim:
If you don’t support this cause, klal Yisrael
will fall. This teacher shortage is a global
issue, and you’re throwing it all on us. It
has to be done school by school.”
Mrs. Zimmerman had recently had this
conversation with a gifted young woman
who would have made an excellent teacher.
The girl came back from seminary and was
offered $17,000 to teach half days. Instead,
she accepted a full-time office job for

$60,000 a year, because when she calculated the time she would spend preparing
lessons, grading papers, and communicating with parents and students, she realized
that half a day of teaching is a full-time job
at half—or less than half—of the pay.
While the closed-door session raised
awareness and clarified the extent of the
problem, the 12 principals left the meeting
without any solutions. They continued to
ask questions, to gather information, to
consider ways to improve the situation.
Eight months after the first meeting, a
smaller group of principals met with
another group of balebatim at Torah Umesorah headquarters for a follow-up. They
repeated their concerns.
One of the balebatim said, “It may be
agonizing, but the problem will correct
itself. How? Like the financial market.
When you hit rock bottom, there’s nowhere
to go but up. It’s an organic fix. When you
reach a point where there aren’t teachers in
the classroom, the schools will have no
choice but to offer more money.”
Is it already happening? This summer, a
head of school in Lakewood called Mrs.
Zimmerman to say that he needs a general-studies teacher for second grade. It’s a
new school. They only have a first and
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Mrs. Rochel Zimmerman is the director
of the National Council of Yeshiva Principals, NCYP, at Torah Umesorah. Before
that, she was a teacher for a decade and a
principal for 12 years. In 2019, Mrs. Zimmerman arranged for an invitation-only
closed-door meeting with balebatim to take
place during the 2019 Torah Umesorah
national convention. In preparation for the
meeting, Mrs. Zimmerman and a small
group of determined mechanchos set out to
answer some important questions: Are
schools facing higher rates of teacher turnover? Why? What’s the “on the ground”
reality of teachers’ salaries? What needs to
be done?
They contacted teachers, principals,
school directors, and lay people involved
in chinuch in 22 schools in the tri-state area,
collected data on teacher attrition and
salaries, and compared the results with what
frum women earn in the corporate world.
They discovered that the average starting
salary for half-day teaching is $15,000$20,000. The average starting salary for a
full-day office position is $34,000-$50,000.
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ONE SOLUTION IS TO BEGIN THE SEARCH
FOR TEACHERS MUCH EARLIER, RABBI
BLOOM SAYS, “WHAT IF, IN EVERY
COMMUNITY, THE PRINCIPALS AND
TEACHERS CHOOSE A FEW GIRLS—SAY,
FIVE OR TEN GIRLS—WHO THEY BELIEVE
WOULD MAKE GOOD MORAHS, AND
INVEST IN THEM?
second grade. It’s a four-day job: MondayThursday, from 1:00 to 4:00. Mrs. Zimmerman asked what salary he was offering.
He said, “Are you sitting down? We’re
paying $40,000.”
While a competitive teacher salary is
certainly welcome news, the reality is that
it might be feasible for “beginner” schools,
but how would large, well-established
schools with existing pay scales manage to
raise all their salaries to keep up with the
going rate?
A proposal currently under discussion is
to create a standard that anyone who is in
chinuch doesn’t pay tuition for their children—not only in the school in which he
or she teaches, but in any school, anywhere.
Mrs. Zimmerman says, “I know this is
complicated, but it’s a way of honoring the
contribution of our rebbeim and morahs.”
Torah Umesorah continues to work
towards solutions. This year’s national leadership convention for teachers, principals
and community leaders (held October
20-24) included a focus group on the
teacher shortage.

Community
Respect

Solving the shortage of morahs has two
components: hiring teachers and keeping

42

the teachers who are already in the classroom. One askan put it this way, “Cut the
bleeding. Instead of replacing teachers,
work on keeping the ones you have by
taking better care of them and making them
feel valued. This will have a ripple effect.
Teaching will be a more positive experience.”
Some schools host teacher appreciation
days and other special events or distribute
cards for shopping discounts at local stores.
Organizations in several states alleviate
expenses for families in chinuch by partnering with yeshivos, manufacturers, suppliers,
and an army of volunteers to provide food
and household necessities for Yom Tov at
significant discounts. Recipients sign up
and order online, and the process is organized and dignified. While these programs
are heartwarming, they are usually offered
to families of rebbeim—not morahs—and
only in certain cities. In addition, some
teachers feel embarrassed at being the recipients of what they see as handouts.
“We’re not just talking about money,”
says Mrs. Selengut. “We’re talking about
the whole way we view this profession. We
don’t want teaching to be the nebach job.
Yes, we need to raise salaries, but we also
need to raise esteem.”
Leah Zagelbaum echoes that sentiment.
“I don’t mean to take away from the issue

of finances and resources, but it’s important
to remember that a career choice really is
about more than how you earn your salary.
A life of chinuch gives the home a different
flavor and holds you to a higher standard.
It’s a shame that it’s not as prestigious
today.”
One solution is to begin the search for
teachers much earlier, Rabbi Bloom says,
“What if, in every community, the principals and teachers choose a few girls—say,
five or ten girls—who they believe would
make good morahs, and invest in them?
They can offer them educational courses in
12th grade, subsidize attendance at a teachers seminary, and hold positions for them
at their schools. The girls, in turn, would
commit to teaching for a certain amount
of time. It’s a win-win. It’s how we can get
good teachers.”
Five of the largest American seminaries
in Eretz Yisrael no longer offer a teaching
track, though every one of them started as
a seminar lemorot, with courses in education
and opportunities for model lessons. A
handful of teachers’ seminaries still exist in
Eretz Yisrael and in the United States,
including BJJ, V’at Alis, Bais Yaakov Intensive, and Bais Rivkah, among others.
The teachers of yesterday raised us. The
teachers of today need us, now, to make
sure they can continue their holy work.
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